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1. Summary
Cell damage by high linear energy transfer (LET)
radiations has been described by a phenonlenolog-
ical model (track theory) for more than 20 years.
With track theory, molecules of biological signif-
icance (dry enzymes and viruses) act as one-hit
detectors. Recent additions to tire class of one-
hit detectors arc Escherichia coil B, and single-
and double-strand breaks in SV-40 virus in EO
buffer, where indirect effects predominate. The re-
sponse of cells (survival, transformation, and chro-
mosome aberration) to these radiations is typically
described by a four-parameter model whose numer-
ical values are determined from the equations of
the theory being fit to experimental data at high
dose (typically above 1 Gy), with tile cells bom-
barded by gamma rays and high-charge-and-energy
(HZE) particle beams, of tile widest possible dynamic
range. Once these parameters are determined, the
nlodel predicts celhflar response in any radiation en-
vironment for which the particle-energy spectrum is
known. The important feature of this track structure
model is its ability to estimate from a limited set. of
laboratory data the response of a complex radiation
environment with many components. For example,
we have calculated cell survival after neutron irra-
diati(m with nfixtures of neutrons and gamma rays
and cell survival and transfortnation after irradiation
with HZE of different energies. Tile model does not
yet include cellular repair, although some hopeflfl ap-
proaches to repair dependence are now being (level-
opcd. It also does not inchnte cancer induction be-
cause tile available data give neither tile number of
cells at risk nor tile nutnber of cancers induced and
are thus not suited t.o our formulation.
Most recently, NASA Langley models of HZE
beams, including projectile and target fragmentation
types, have been joined with the track structure
model. This combination has been tested with good
success against ground-based radiobiological data for
cell survival after irradiation with protons and HZE
beams. And whereas our earlier beam model failed
downstream of tile Bragg peak (for both protons
and heavy ions) for want of a proper description of
fragmentation, the current inodel succeeds.
Based on this experimental validation of our pro-
cedures, we have initiated calculations of celhflar
damage in spaceflight from solar protons and galac-
tic cosmic rays. In this paper we incorporate NASA
Langley models of cosmic rays, beam penetration,
and projectile and target, fragmentation with track
theory. Tile essential radiobiological theme is that
knowledge of parameters found at high closes en-
ables us to calculate the response of cells at the low-
est possible doses of HZE particles when only intra-
track (ion-kill) effects are involved. Our procedures
here too have ground-based experimental validation,
wherein measurements made with protons and alphas
of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the sur-
vival of C3H10T>2 cells, at doses down to 0.01 Gy,
were consistent with our predictions that were based
on survival measurements made at high doses with
gamma ray's and ttZE's.
2. Introduction
Detectors of radiation (lifter according to whether
single-particle response is norinally observed, as with
nuclear emulsions, solid-state nuclear track detectors,
and scintillation counters, or whether the response is
to Imams of particles or photons in a gross macro-
scopic irradiation, as in radiobiology or ill the alter-
ation of bulk nlatcrial properties by radiation. In
the former case it. is more natural to think ill terms
of track structure, whereas in the latter case one fre-
quently refers t.o macroscopic dose (Katz 19781)). Re-
sponse is then correlated to the physical descrit)tion
of these stinnfli. It is COlmnon to relate response
to energy deposition (close). Prot)lems arise because
response depends not only on total energy deposi-
tion but also on the microscopic structure of that
deposition and its tinle development. One analysis
of these details is called ruler'ode.sire(city, the study
of energy deposition in small vohunes, which st.im-
ulated many investigations. All alternate procc(hn'e
favore(t in this paper relates the observed effect to
track structure for individual particles, and the effect
then may be relate(l t.o macroscopic dose for gross
irradiations. These perspectives are principally rc-
pc_rtect in the several Symposia on Microdosimetry
sponsored by the Conlmission of European Commu-
nities (Kat.z and Huang 1991; Katz, Dunn, and Sin-
(:lair 1985).
The galactic cosmic ray (GCR) enviromnent is
the most complicated mixture of radiation compo-
nents known. It is doubtful that the GC1R environ-
ment will ever be adequately simulated in tile labo-
ratory for t)iologieal experiments. Tile primary role
of track-structure models will be to extrapolate lab-
oratory response data to the GCR environnmnt for
the est, imation of risk to biological tissues in space
exposure. We believe this extrapolation will be a
more practical approach to tile problem of additivity
of response of disparate components than the usual
quality-factor approach based on relative biological
effectiveness (RBE), which has been used with lim-
ited success in terrestrial radiation protection.
This paper is orgalfized as follows: _,_ first
discuss several of tile approaches for describing
radiationinsultandemphasizethequestionof addi-
tivity of radiationcomponents.Thetrack-structure
modelandits mathematicalformalismarethende-
scril)ed. The Langleymodelsof high-charge-and-
energy(HZE)transportarecomparedwith cellsur-
vival experimentsandpredictionsof celldamagein
spaceflight fi'omgalacticcosmicraysarediscussed.
Finally,significantconclusionsaregiven.
Researchat the Universityof Nebraskais sup-
portedbytheU.S.Departmentof Energy.
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Symbols and Abbreviations
m_ss mlmber
sensitive site radius, cm
hittedness
absorbed dose, Gy
average radial dose, Gy
X-ray dose, Gy
gamma-ray dose_ Gy
energy, MeV
radiosensitivity parameter, Gy
average energy of fragment j, MeV
flllenee, cln 2
secondary ion spectrum, MeV -1
number of observed events per unit of
energy deposited
galactic cosmic ray
high charge and energy
stopping power, MeV/cm
linear energy transfer, MeV/cm
target Immber
cell population after exposure
initial cell population
number of observable events per
centimeter of path length
ion-kill probability
proton
quality factor
relative biological effectiveness
extrapolated relative biological
effectiveness
S
So
target cross section, cm 2
plateau value of the target cross
section
TLD
t
x
Z
Z*
Hi
E
Cr
(_ext
cr 0
0"*
T
q)
thermoluminance detector
radial distance, cm
position, em
charge number
effective charge number
relative particle velocity
track structure parameter
ion-kill fraction
gamma-kill fraction
macroscopic nuclear interaction cross
-1
section, cm
action cross section, cm 2
extrapolated action cross section, cm 2
plateau value of action cross section,
cm 2
effective action cross section, cm 2
mission duration, yr
particle flux spectrum, #/MeV-cm2-s
Subscripts:
j fragment label
n neutron
4. Concepts From Radiobiology
4.1 Microdosimetry: Energy Deposition
in Small Volumes
One way to analyze stimuli to biological systems
is to examine the details of energy deposition in small
volumes that are sized to represent what are thought
to be critical targets within the cell. Experimentally
small, gaseous proportional counters are used whose
diameters, scaled to the density of tissue, range from
micrometers to nanometers in unit-density material.
The critical targets arc then considered to be the
nucleus of a mammalian cell, a chromosome, or a
small region of DNA. The fluctuations of the energy
deposited within the small target region are assumed
to be related to biological response. A Monte Carlo
simulation of a radiation field can yield a similar
decomposition.
Evenwhenonehasa completemicrodosimetric
descriptionof theradiationenvironment,the prob-
lemremainsasto howthat descriptionmaybeinter-
pretedto predicttherest)onseof adetector.Asyet
wehavenomeansof calibratingresponseill terms
of the statisticaldistributionof energydepositions
in smallvolumes;nor do weknowwhat volumeis
appropriate.It is on this levelthat microdosimetry
hasnotbeenableto makeextensivequantitativepre-
dictions,norhasit beenableto yieldcalculationsof
crosssection.But microdosimetryhasyieldedmany
interestinginsightsinto thestructureof a radiation
field. (See,for example,Goodhead1988.)Thesmall
counterhasfoundapplicationsinmonitoringneutron
beamsthat areusedin radiotherapyandin otherra-
diationfields,inchldingspacecraftandhigh-altitude
aircraft. Most instmunentsare usedin practice
to deriveaveragesoverquality factorsdiscussedill
section2.5.
4.2 CrossSection
A secondapproachto analyzestinmlito biologi-
calsystemsisto attemptto mimicthekindof logical
structurethat isusedill experimentsill physics,that
is, to describetile relevantinteractionsthroughtiT(,.
conceptof an interactivecrosssection. We imag-
inethat aprojectilepassingdownachannel1cm2in
areainteractswithatargetlocatedsomewherewithin
that channel,andwe thenmeasuretile fractionof
successesaftera largenumberof identicalrepeated
trials. The probabilityof successis representedas
thoughit is a geonletricaltarget,a.sthe crosssee-
tion _rin squarecentimetersto the cross-sectional
areaofthechannel.Wethenspeakofthe action cross
section even if tile observed end point is achieved as
a result of many internal changes stimulated by the
initial interaction. \Ve make no attempt to exam-
ine the internal processes mechanistically: the target
is a black box. We know only the incident radia-
tion and the observed end point. In radiobiology tile
concept of action cross section is sometimes used ill
ways that depart fl'om its original physical meaning.
This difference can lead t.o misinterpretations of ex-
perimental data (Katz 1990). Curtis et al. (1992)
have recommended an additivity formalism based on
a limited set of data for harderian gland tumorige-
nesis by using a cross-section-like formalism as an
alternative to the use of RBE.
4.3 G-Value
When a projectile impinges on a thin slice of
matter containing N 0 targets per cubic centimeter,
the number of observable events per centimeter of
path length is n = aN. (If the stopping power is
L, the nunlber of observed events per unit of energy
deposited, the G-value, is G = 7_/L = c_N/L. The
(:ross section is a function of tile medium, the end
point, and the character of tile projectile as follows:
if a photon its energy, if a naked charged particle its
charge and speed, and if a nucleus partially clothed
with electrons its effective charge and speed. This
fornmtation of the G-value has be(,n used in lhe
analysis of heavy ion radiolysis (Katz and tluang
1989). In dealing with liqui(ts, where the meaning
of N may be obscure, we have calculate(t the G-
value for heavy ion bonfl)ar(hnent from cah:ulate(t
vahles of the I/BE and known G-wdues for ganuna
irradiation, as in tile Fricke dosimeter (Katz, Sinclair.
and Waligorski 1986). In other cases we have tried
to relate N to a fitted target, size. Nuclear collisions
are here neglected except as a sour(:e of charge(t
fragments.
If the G-value is normalized to moh,cular weight
and expressed as events per radian per dalton rather
than as events per 100 eV, we find it. t)roportional
to the RBE for dry one-hit detectors for which the
target molecular weight is equal to the true molecular
weight (Katz 1991).
4.4 Relative Biological Effectiveness and
Radiation Quality Factor
When intense neutron environnmnts became
available h)r study, tile existing body of t)iological
response data was mainly for X-ray an(t ganmm-ray
sources. Tile first efforts at protection attemt)te(t to
scale the known X-ray an(t ganmm-ray risks accord-
ing to equivalent neutron dose, and this scaling gave
rise to the concepts of I/BE and radiation quality.
For tile case of space radiations, we should like to re-
late the response of our detectors to energetic heavy
ions (high LET radiations) to their response to pho-
tons and electrons (low LET radiations). In radio-
biology tile ratio of tile close of ganmm rays to that of
another radiation that produced the santo ollserved
end point is called the relative biolo.qicell effectiveness
(RBE). Ill ra(tiotherat)y this quantity is frequently
taken to be a property of the two radiation tiehts, but
it depends on the close level, the dose rate. and the
end point as well. An extension of this idea used in
radiation protection is called the quality factor (QF),
which is an est.imate of the upper limit of RBE val-
ues h)r a selected set of biological end points judged
relevant to human risk and taken solely as a flmc-
ti(m of LET. An important, unresolved question is
whether an upper limit or maxinnnn RBE is achieved
at the low exposures of interest for radiation protec-
tion. The QF is used to convert a measured (lose ill
gray into an effective close reported (not measured)
in sieverts.A quantityin sievertsisnotdirectlyinea-
surableandthusviolatesthe underlyingphilosophy
throughwhichphysicalunitsaredefined.There-
deemingqualityof thesievertis that riskestimates
basedon theunit shouldbeconservative,providing
QF is adequatelydefined.Theconservativenature
of the methodmayalsobeanunacceptableburden
in manyoperations,especiallyin spacewhereit may
resultin severepenaltiesin the formof substantial
increasesinshielding.
4.5 Radiation Doseand Quality
All irradiationwith photonsleadsto secondary
electronsrandomlydispersedthrougha medium.
The initial energyspectrumof theseelectronsand
theirpath lengttlsdependon theinitial energyspec-
trum of the photons.An irradiationwith a beam
of heavyionsyieldsa randomdistributionof heavy
ion paths,with thesecondaryelectrons(deltarays)
clusteredaroundeachion'spath (correlationeffects)
and havinga differentenergy distribution. Hence
the delta rays are not truly randomly distributed,
but are (:lustered about the paths of heavy ions.
The difference in tile spectrum of secondary elec-
trons from photons and ions leads to a basic dif-
ference in the manner in which their effects are ap-
proached statistically. In the track structure model,
gamma kill describes the effects of a random distri-
bution of spatially uncorrelatcd electrons, and ion
kill describes the effects of spatial correlations within
single-particle tracks. At high fluences of low LET
ions, where only a fraction of the intersected targets
is inactivated, we attribute the effect of the sparsely
distributed and overlapping delta rays from several
ions to randomly distributed dectrons and consider
gamma kill to be responsible for part of the effect
from beams of some heavy ions.
During irradiation with photons, minutes may
elapse before secondary electrons traverse from dif-
ferent photons through a target (uncorretated tem-
poral events). During irradiation with heavy ions,
however, a single ion and its delta rays pass through
a target in an extremely short time because the pro-
jectile moves at nearly the speed of light through a
target whose diameter is on the order of 1 #m. These
differences ill time separation lead to a variation in
target response to radiations of different admixtures
of photons and heavy ions at the same dose. When
the temporal correlation time is on the order of the
cell repair time, then response also varies with dose
rate or fraetionation schedule. The dependence on
dose rate or fraetionation schedule is due in part to
radiation quality. The QF is taken as the low-dose
rate limit of RBE's in an attempt to normalize the
biological effects of radiations of different qualities.
Choosing the quality factor in this manner thus as-
sumes that it is logical to represent the response of
a detector as a product of two separate factors, dose
and quality.
4.6 Radial Dose Distribution
To make track-structure calculations, we need to
determine the radial distribution of (lose, from delta
rays and the primary interactions, about the path
of an energetic charged particle (Waligdrski, Harem,
and Katz 1986). We presently use an analytic repre-
sentation of the results of a Monte Carlo calculation
made for liquid water for this purpose. More recently
we have extended this model to include some solids
used as radiation detectors (Katz et al. 1990). Ad-
ditional information about both theoretical and ex-
perimental determinations of the radial dose distri-
bution may be found in Katz and Varlna (199l). We
use this information in connection with the response
of the detector to gamma rays to find the radial dis-
tribution of effect around a particle's path. Because
we interpret the response as the probability for acti-
vating a target, we can make a map of the radial dis-
tribution of activated targets. If, for example, we are
interested in the opacity of a track in nuclear emul-
sion, we can calculate the attenuation of a beam of
light in a microscope photometer, as in the study of
cosmic-ray tracks (Katz and Kobetich 1969). Alter-
natively, we can integrate the probability radially to
yield the cross section for the interaction of a single
ion with the target (Katz 1978b; Waligdrski. Loh,
and Katz 1987).
4.7 Hittedness
In radiobiology we are not yet able to measure
the effect produced by the interaction of a single ion
with a target. Yet this ability to measure is of central
importance in estimating the effects of GCR in space-
flight. We can describe the interaction of a single ion
with a target with the cross section. In track theory
we wish to know whether a single particle, be it elec-
tron, proton, a-particle, or whatever, is capable of
inducing the tested end point with observable prob-
ability. We characterize these interactions through
the concept of hittedness, borrowed from bioh)gical
target theory (Dertinger and Jung 1970). For a spe-
cific irradiation the appropriate hittedness is either
the number of interactions between charged parti-
cles and target needed to induce the end point or
the number of incident particles that must bombard
the target, whichever is smaller. If either a single
particle or a single interaction leads to the event, we
will observe exponential response, as predicted by the
cumulativePoissondistribution.If twoelectronsare
requiredfor the event,weexpectto observea re-
sponsedescribedbythe two-or-more-hitcumulative
Poissondistribution.But the inactivationmaytake
placethroughthe transit of a single(_-particlc.In
that caseweexpectto observethat theresponseto
(_-particlesi oneor morehit. Wecharacterizethe
hittednessof a detectorby its responseto electrons
or to gammarays.Experimentally,if theresponseto
thedoseof gammaraysis exponential,wespeakof
a one-or-more-hitdetector.
4.8 The One-Hit Detector
Mostcommonly,radiationdetectorscanbe de-
scribedasone-or-more-hitdetectors.Weimaginethe
detectorto beacollectionof targets--sometimesex-
plicit, as in photographicemulsion,andsometimes
implicit,asin a Frickedosimeteror in alanine.Each
of thesetargetsiscapableof respondingto thetran-
sit of a singleelectronof appropriateenergy.The
responseis exponential;that is, it is linearat low
doseandsublinearat highdoseastheavailabletar-
getstend to havebeeninactivated.Saturationor
overkilloccursat highdose.For one-hitdetectors
the responseto heavyionsis alsoexponentialwith
doseor fluence.
To calculatethe inactivationcrosssectionfor a
one-hitdetector,wefirst find P(D), the probability
for target inactivation, as a function of the dose D of
gamma rays. Next we fold this into the average ra-
dial dose distribution about an ion's path, to find the
probability for target inactivation P(t) at radial dis-
tance t. We integrate P(t) radially to find the action
cross section o. When targets out to about three tar-
get diameters are all inactivated, we simply use the
point distribution of dose in our calculations. If we
must take into account effects closer than three tar-
get radii from the ion's path it is necessary to average
the dose in the extended targets to accommodate the
dose gradient. Averaging is necessary because the ra-
dial dose falls off essentially inversely as the square
of the radial distance increases to a limit determined
by the maximum delta-ray penetration. This linfiting
distance, determined essentially by the speed of the
ion, places an upper limit on the action cross section
that is observed experimentally with very heavy ions
as thindown. (Thindown is named after the appear-
ance of the tracks of heavy ions in electron-sensitive
emulsions, where the stopping end of a track looks
like a sharpened pencil.) Typically for these detec-
tors the cross section increases with an increase in
(Z*//3) 2 to a maximum (typically unrelated to tar-
get size) and then declines in thindown.
The RBE is equal to aEo/L, where E0 is the 1/e
dose, or the dose for 37 percent survival. For one-hit
detectors the RBE never exceeds one. The magni-
tude of the cross section is approximately determined
by the radial distance at which the dose equals E0.
We may speak of the cross section as approximating
the size of the damaged region, but it is inappro-
priate to speak of track size without specifying the
end point. It is easy to estimate the cross section of a
heavy ion with the grains of a nuclear emulsion front a
microphotograph by estimating the radial distance at
which about 63 percent of the grains are developed.
At 63-percent development, we note that for insensi-
tive enmlsions where the track resembles a string of
beads, the cross section is less than the grain size,
whereas for a sensitive emulsion where the track re-
sembles a hairy rope, the cross section may be orders
of magnitude greater than the grain size.
Our first venture into the one-hit detector wa.s
made for dry enzymes and viruses (Butts and Katz
1967). This work was followed by a model for the
response of nuclear emulsions (Katz and Kobetich
1969), of scintillation counters (Katz and Kobetich
1968), of thermoluminanee detectors (TLD's), of ala-
nine (Waligdrski et al. 1989), and for Escherichia
coli B (Katz and Zachariah 1991). There are indi-
cations that the plastic CR-39, used as an etchable
track detector, is also a one-hit detector (Katz 1984).
The global applicability of the model of the one-
hit detector to a wide variety of detectors whose
mechanisms arc vastly different, from each other is
at first thought to be rather a.stonishing. It arises
simply from the fact that in each case the end point is
stimulated by the passage of a single electron through
the target volume.
4.9 Supralinearity and the Linear
Quadratic Model
If a system has both one-hit and two-hit tar-
gets having different radiosensitivities and popula-
tions, we nmst expect that response will be linear at
low dose, quadratic at intermediate doses, and sat-
urating at high dose. We call the variable response
supralinear and have proposed such a model to ex-
plain supralinearity in TLD-I(}0 (Katz 1978a). Note
that the concept of a two-hit target requires only
that two incident electrons are needed to stimulate
the end point. The response may arise after pro-
cessing as well as in the initial interactions, for the
present model treats each detector as a black box.
But if there are not two varieties of response, we
cannot understand supralinearity in this model. Nor
can we understand how a detector whose response to
gamma rays is exponential can exhibit an IIBE with
heavyionsgreaterthanoneunlessthereare tem-
poraleffectshingingon thetimedifferencebetween
gamma-rayand delta-rayexposures.Sucha time
differencebetweenhitsappearsexplicitlyill a kinet-
icsmodelthat mayprovideanapproachto temporal
effects.
In the sameway,wedo not understandtile ra-
tionaletbr usingthelinearquadraticfornmlato fit
radiobiologicaldataif therear_,not twotypesof tar-
getswithinacell.Wenotethat tile formulaissimply
thefirst twotermsofaseriesexpansionandisusually
appliedto dataof verylimiteddynamicrange.Fur-
therwenotethat for radiationsof differentquality,
thereisnotheorythat canreliablypredictthevalues
of eitherthe linearor thequadraticterm.Neverthe-
less,thesetermsareliberally interpretedwith such
phras('sas "couldbe" or "might be," thoughwith
equalvalidityonemightinsert."not."
Thosewhopreferto interpretdataon the basis
of hypotheticalmechanismswhosedetailsarerarely
accessibleviaexperimentmayobjectto ourparamet-
ric fornmlations.Yet thetrack-structuremodeland
its experimentalparametershouldnot bedismissed
lightly,for theymaysuggestmechanisticinterpreta-
tionsthat sut)ersedethosepresentlypot)ular(Good-
head1989).Wenotethat Newton'slawswerestimu-
latedby Kepler'sphenomenologyandthat quantum
theorywasstimulatedt)y Planck'sexercisein curve
fitting.
4.10 Cell Survival Model
Asdetectors,biologicalcellsrequirespecialcon-
sideration. For otherdetectorsweassmne,as in
the caseof nuclearemulsions,that the targethas
a characteristicsizeandno internalstructure.The
responseof thesedetectorsis thencharacterizedby
theparametersE0, the dose of gamma rays at which
there is an average of one hit per target, a[), the sen-
sitive site radius, and C, the hi(redness. We also
sometimes introduce a dimensionless track-structure
parameter _ proportional to Eoa_. Biological cells,
however, have internal targets. We imagine the cells
to resemble a bean bag in which the cell nucleus is the
hag and the targets are the beans. We take it that
the beans are one-hit in character but that m of the
beans must be inactivated to generate the observed
response. We also imagine that the beans are well
distributed throughout the bag so that. an energetic
ion passing through the bag has the possibility for in-
activating m beans. Such a model makes it possible
to understand why flatted cells respond differently to
(t-particles than rounded ones do.
In this model the observed (:ross section is related
to the size of the bean bag and the variation of
response with LET is related to the properties of the
t)eans. To set up a model of cellular response, we
calculate the cross :section for a hypothetical cluster
of m overlapping beans and then assume that the
cross section for the bean bag is proportional to
that of the cluster (Katz, Sharma, and Homayoonfar
1972). Because our model is based on the radial
distribution of dose from delta rays, it automatically
predicts thindown. For mmnmalian cells the fitted
value of the K, parameter suggests that the bean
radius is about 1 #m, and thus the target for cell
killing may 1)e a chromosome.
5. Mathematical Track-Structure Model
of Cell Survival and Applications
Detailed descriptions of the track model of cell
survival have been given elsewhere (see, for exam-
ple, Katz, Sharma, and Homayoonfar 1972). Here we
present only the main concepts of the model and list
the equations used in our calculations. Following our
earlier studies of tile appearance of particle lraeks
in nuclear emulsion (Katz and Kobetieh 1969), the
model distinguishes between the grain-count regime,
where inactivations occur randonfly along the par-
ticle's t)ath, and the track-width regime, where the
inactivations are distributed like a hairy rope. The
transition from the grain-count to track-width regime
takes place at Z*2/n./52 _ 4; lower values are in the
grain-count regime and higher values are in the track-
width regime. The quality _ is a parameter of the
track-structure model that combines both the tar-
get size and the characteristic close of gamma rays at
which there is an average of one hit. per target,. As
in mmlear enmlsions we speak of a thindown regime
where the cross section is limited by the kinematic
constraint on delta, ray energies, but has nothing to
do with the Bragg peak in stopping power or with
the changing effective charge ()f a slowing-down ion.
To accommodate for the capacity of (:ells to ac-
cunmlate sublethal damage, two modes of ina('tiva-
tion are identified, namely ion kill (intratrack) and
gaimna kill (intertrack). In these two inactivation
modes, the statistical character of the inactivation
changes rather than the fundamental physical inter-
action. Effects are in terins of dose rather than the
number of electrons passing through the nucleus. Wc
do not find justification for considering the stopping
end of an electron track as a source of ion kill nor do
we consider the radial separation of a heavy-ion track
into core producing ion kill and penumbra producing
gamma kill.
The cell survival model uses Z*2/_ 2 as a plotting
parameter superior to LET, now in wide use. At the
stopping end of a track, at highest LET, even this
6
parameterfailsbecausein the thimlownregimethe
crosssectiondependsoil fl, the relative speed of the
ion. In the thindown regime the cross section is sonm-
times plotted against energy per unit mass, a related
parameter. The model bases the meaning of low LET
oil the comparison of Z'2/32 with a'. Sinfilarly, low
dose means low compared with Eo. The model ex-
plains why plots of extrapolated cross section from
the tail of a survival curve tend to tie single-vahlcd
functions of LET at low LET (response is doininated
by' gamma kill) and why they are niultiple vahled
with Z at high LET (response is dominated by ion
kill and thindown). It explains why plots of RBE
versus LET for biological (:ells pass throug}l a nmxi-
mum when about half the intersected ceils are killed
in ion kill. It predicts that the RBE for lighter ions
will be greater than the RBE for heavy itms at the
same LET and the same survival level. This inequal-
ity is because of the structure of particle tracks. At
the same LET, the heavier ions move faster. Its delta
rays are fewer but more energetic and gamma kill is
more likely, which reduces the t/BE.
5.1 Gamma Kill
Cells not inactivated in the ion-kill mode (:an be
sublethally damaged by delta rays fronl the passing
particle and then inactivated m the ganmm-kill mode
by cunuflative addition of sutflethal damage from
delta rays from other passing ions. Survival in the
ganmm-kill mode is taken to follow the m-target
statistics of inactivation by secondary electrons from
X-ray or gamma-ray photons.
5.2 Mathematical Formalism
In the grain-count regime the surviving fraction of
a celhflar I)opulation whose radiosensitivity parame-
ters are m, Fq), cyt), and t_, after track-segment irradi-
ation with an ion close D of a fluence of F partMes of
charge nuinber Z, effective charge wdue Z*, relative
speed 3, and stopping power L (LET:v), is found
from the expression
N
- II i × H_ (1)N)
where ion-kill fraction is
II_ = cxp(-<,s:) (2)
and where ganmia-kill fraction is
II_ = 1 - 1 - exp Eoo (3)
The gannna-kitl close is
D:, = (1 - P)D (4)
where the ion-kill protmt)ility is
cr 0
In the track-width reginie, where P > 0.98. we
take
Ilc> = 1 (6)
and find _ from the track width, which increases
linearly with Z*/d as the inactivation cross section
*) 2increases with Z 2/.d' up to the liniit set by the
inaxilnum radial range of della rays. This is the
thindown region.
To find the cross section in the i,rack-widlh
reginlc, ill(hiding the thindown region, a separate
calculation must be Illa(te. First the targel cross st'c-
lion S for targets of radius a0 is fomid from
£"S 27r t dt(1 - c z)(_ .,,I/&,),,, (7)
where D(t, a0) is the average radial dose in the target
of radius a0. The target radius al) is found from h
aim E 0 according to
a = (Fo,_) × (s × lo%,-g-(.,,_) (s)
with nmltitarget response to gannna rays character-
ized 1}y E0 and m found for the cell. The S value
must be multiplied by the ratio of tim plateau vahle
of lhe action cross section Crtl tO the plateau vahle of
the target cross section S(I to yMd (lie celhllar action
cross section in the track-width reginie (Katz et al.
1971). In this wgion we assume there is no galnina-
kill dose, though in the Olll[.er reachc's of the track
widtii some small fl'action of tile energy lost 1)y the
ion is deposited in the ganmia-kill mode.
To calculate I/BE at a given kill (transformation)
or survival level we rise (,he (lefinition
Dr
tlBE - (9)
D
where
Dx= E0{ln[1-(l-Nt:N_'I)I/'"]} (l{))
is the equivalent X-ray dose and D is the correstiontt-
ing ion dose.
All calculationspertainto water,sotheiondose
isalways
D = EL (11)
Where cross sections and RBE's are calculated from
the final slope of the survival curves, we refer to the
cross section and RBE as extrapolated, and in the
grain-count regime we write
(1 - P)L
aex t = a0P + (12)E0
and
RBEex t = (aoEo/L)P + (1 - P) (13)
To calculate the effective charge value of an ion of
charge number Z moving with a relative velocity/3,
we use the expression (Barkas 1963)
Z* = Z[1 - exp(-125flZ-2/3)] (14)
We calculate the stopping power and range in water
of an ion of atomic number Z with the expression
L(Z,E) : E) \ ] (15)
where Z* and Zp are the effective charges of the ion
and proton, respectively, and L(p, E) is the stopping
power, in water, of a proton at the same energy per
nucleon E.
At low fluence, where ions are sufficiently far
apart that intertrack effects are unlikely, we can
neglect the contribution from gamma kill. Under this
circumstance RBE is
a) 1/m.RBE = Eo _ D (1 m-l) (16)
This value is applicable to low doses of neutrons as
well as to the effects of GCR's (Katz and Cucinotta
1991) and agrees with the measurements of Bettega
et al. (1990) down to doses of 0.01 Gy.
In order to determine the RBE for mixed radi-
ation fields, our model requires knowledge of the
particle-energy spectrum of the radiation field. We
then find the totality of effects due to ion kill, add
to that sum the gamma-kill doses including the dose
from gamma rays, find from this value the ion-kill
and the gamma-kill survival probability, and take
their product to be the surviving fraction of irradi-
ated cells. We have done these calculations for neu-
trons admixed with gamma rays (Katz, Sharma, and
Homayoonfar 1972), for range-modulated heavy-ion
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beams (Roth and Katz 1980), and most recently for
cosmic rays (Cucinotta et al. 1990).
5.3 Cell Killing, Chromosome
Aberrations, and Transformations
Our treatment of transformations (Waligdrski,
Sinclair, and Katz 1987) is based on data obtained
with the BEVALAC accelerator by "fang et al.
(1985). We use the same form of equations for cell
killing and take cell killing and transformation to be
independent processes that take place along the same
particle track. Our parameters for Chinese ham-
ster cells are based on the data of Skarsgard et al.
(1967) whereas the parameters for Tradescantia are
based on the data of Underbrink et al. (1978). We
have extracted parameters from data obtained with
X rays and neutron irradiations of two different en-
ergy spectra, ignoring possible gamma-ray contami-
nation. The parameters for T-1 cells of human ori-
gin are taken from Todd (1967). The separate sets
of parameters for cell survival, chromosome aberra-
tion, and transformation are shown in table 1 (Katz
and Huang 1991). Two sets of parameters are shown
when the data do not permit a clear distinction be-
tween them.
5.4 Target Fragmentation Effects
High-energy protons passing through tissue will
occasionally cause nuclear reactions that produce
low-energy, high-LET ions from the tissue itself. The
target fragments, in turn, will be a source of delta
rays that should contribute to biological damage lo-
cally in the tissue matrix. The differential fluence Fj
(Wilson 1977) describes the local source of target
fragments:
1 // dEj(E') ....Fj - L(Zj, E) _ rp(tsp) dE' (17)
where j is the fragment label, L is the stopping
power, Ej is the macroscopic nuclear production
cross section, and Fp is the fluence of protons with
energy Ep. An effective action cross section for the
proton dressed by the local target fragments (nuclear
stars) is now written as
a* = ap(Ep) + Fp(Ep-----)_ Fj(Ej) aj(Ej) dEj
d
(18)
where ap and aj are given by the Katz formalism
(eq. (5)). The gamma-kill dose for the proton and
targetfragmentsis writtenas
D,_ = D%p(Ep) + Fj(Ej) L(Zj,Ej) [1 - P3(E))] dEj
3
(19)
The production energy spectra for the target frag-
ments are expressed as (Wilson et al. 1989)
d_j _ _j(Ep) v/E e-E/2E°j (20)
where the average energy of tile fragment is given
by 3EOj.
The fragmentation parameters that are described
in this paper are discussed in Wilson, Townsend, and
Khan (1989). The light-ion production cross sections
are from Bertini's Monte Carlo results (Anon. 1968)
and the Silberberg-Tsao empirical mode[ is used for
the heavier fragments (Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro
1976). The average energy of the tissue fl'agments
is related to the momentum width that is measured
experimentally (Greiner et al. 1975), which Wilson,
Townsend, and Khan (1989) fit empirically. The
largest uncertainties exist for light-ion production
(A = 7 and 9) and for energies below 100 MeV.
Elastic recoils and meson production above several
hundred MeV will also contribute to the action cross
section and should be added. Stopping power in
tissue is from the work of Wilson (1983), which is
based on the Ziegler (1980) analysis.
Tile solid line in figure 1 displays the frag-
ment LET component derived from equation (17) for
1-GeV protons in water. The dotted and dashed lines
show the contributions from the secondary proton
fragments and (_-particles, respectively.
The proton action cross section for cell survival of
V79 Chinese hamster cells versus the proton energy is
shown in figure 2. The cellular response parameters
are given in table 1. These parameters are compared
with the data of Hall et al. (1978) for survival of
Chinese hamster cells where the characteristic X-ray
dose E0 is taken as 2.9 Gy, as found from their X-ray
data and with the remaining parameters the same as
given by table 1. The dotted line in figure 2 shows the
contributions from primary ionizations; the dashed
line shows contributions from secondary ions; and
the solid line shows total ion contributions. The
oxygen and nitrogen fragments contribute partially
to the cross section in the track-width regime. The
decreasing proton LET with increasing energy leads
to complete domination by target fragments above
about 50 MeV. The shape of the action cross section
in figure 2 directly reflects tile nuclear absorption
cross section in tissue. We expect a further increase
above several hundred MeV when meson production
is included in the cross section. In table 2, the
individual contributions to the action cross section
for V79 Chinese hamster cells are shown for several
proton energies. Secondary protons and c_-particles
are dominant, with broad spectra of tissue fragments
making nonnegligible contributions. Primary proton
contributions make up an insignificant fraction of
the action cross section above 100 MeV, and the
relatively slow change with energy of the nuclear
production cross sections leads to a plateau in the
action cross section at high proton energies.
Figure 3 shows the action cross section versus
proton LET with the calculations of figure 2 corre-
sponding to high-LET protons depicted to 0.1 MeV.
Tile behavior of the cross section below 0.5 keV/pm
shows the dominance of the tissue secondaries (nu-
clear stars). At about 0.2 keY/pro, the proton LET
reaches a minimum and then increa_ses, which is the
origin of the "hook" in figure 3 at the lowest LET
values. It would be interesting to test our results
for the proton cross section by experiment. Results
herein assume an equilibrium in the local secondary
fluence spectra and are sensitive to interface effects
(Cucinotta, Hajnal, and Wilson 1990) and the com-
position of the host media of the cell culture.
Figure 4 shows the proton gamma-kill dose di-
vided by E0 versus proton energy. The primary ion-
ization is tile dotted line and the solid line includes
the effects of fragments. Secondary ion production
has a negligible effect on intertrack effects, except at
tile highest energies, where a small contribution is
seen.
Cellular paraineters obtained for survival and
neoplastic transformations of C3HIOTI/2 cclls ob-
tained from the experiments of Yang et al. (1985)
are given in table I. The large uncertainties in the
transformation data of Yang et al. in table 1 should
lead to sinfilar uncertainties in the transformation
parameters. Parameter sets were found from data for
instantaneous and delayed plating of the cells after
irradiation. In this paper only the delayed plating
case is considered. Using the parameter sets, gen-
eral agreement with the measured RBE values was
found (Waligdrski, Sinclair, and Katz 1987). The
single-particle-inactivation cross section with the tar-
get fragmentation of equation (18) neglected is shown
in figures 5 and 6 for cell death and cell transforma-
tion, respectively, as a function of the energy of the
passing ion. The target fragmentation contribution
(the second term in eq. (18)) for protons has been
evaluated as shown in figures 7 and 8. For protons
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theeffectsofthetargetfragments,shownasadashed
line,dominateovertheprotondirectionization(dot-
ted lille) at highenergy.Forhigh-LETparticles(low
energy),direct,ionizationdonfinatesandtargetfrag-
mentationeffectsbecomenegligible.A simplescaling
by A}/2 relatcs the proton target fragment term to
ions of mass Aj. Tile resulting effective action cross
sections for cell death and cell transformation are
plotted in figures 9 and 10, respectively. We note that
the low-energy 56Fe component of the GCR spectra
_xtends into tile track-width regime where a > a0
and is not represented in the present calculations.
The resultant error introduced into the present cal-
culation is small.
5.5 Survival Curves and Proton RBE
C(_ll survival curves for 10-, 100-, and 1000-MeV
protons are shown as a function of absorbed dose
in figures 11(a) (c). The dotted lines shown in the
figures indicate the primary ionization contributions
and the solid lines indicate the added effects of the
target fragment contributions. Results show the ira-
portance of secondary ion production for increasing
energy. For example, at 1000 MeV the increase in
cell death due to the fragments does not lead to sub-
stantial changes in RBE at high closes, as shown in
figure l l(c). It is in the initial t)ortion of the sur-
vival curves where tile ion-kill mode causes large dif-
feren(:es in RBE when compared with gmnnm rays.
Proton RBE for survival of Chinese hamster cells
versus absorbed dose is shown in figure 12, and all
curves inchule the effects of target fragmentation.
We note that in figure 12, proton fluence is Fp =
6.24D/LET, with Fp in protons/pm 2. The rise in
RBE at low dose or fluence, where single proton
tracks dominate, is directly attributed to ion kill
from both primary protons at 10 MeV and nuclear
fragments at tile higher energies. Not shown are RBE
calculations neglecting the target fragments, which
are nearly identical to the results for the 10-MeV
proton in figure 12 and are ahnost identical to unity
for the 100- and 1000-MeV protons. The low-dose
behavior of the RBE can be seen from equation (16),
where a dependence on D -2/a is found for rn = 3
(from the data of Skarsgard et al. (1967) in table 1).
This effect is supported experimentally as discussed
below (Cucinotta et al. 1991c).
5.6 RBE of 160-MeV Plateau Region
Protons
Cell survival experiments have been performed at
the Harvard Cyclotron for the purpose of determining
the RBE of the protons. The V79 Chinese hamster
cells cultured in vitro were irradiated in the plateau
region of the Bragg curve and in a spread-out Bragg
peak by Hall et al. (1978). Using the track model and
the high-energy nucleon transport code BRYNTRN
of Wilson et al. (1988 and 1989), we compare the
survival measurements and RBE deternfinations for
attached cells in the plateau region of tile 160-MeV-
proton Bragg curve.
The nucleon transport code BRYNTRN solves
the coupled proton-neutron transport problem for
high energies in the straight-ahead approximation
with nnfltiple-scattering and straggling effects ig-
nored. Target fragments with A > 1 are transported
by taking the production collision density, which is
given as Fj in equation (17). The respective Boltz-
mann equations for proton and neutron transport are
00-kL(Zp, E) + E)
//= _ Ipj(E,E') (P_(x, E') dE' (21)
2
and
[0 1
/?= f,,j (E, E') % E') de' (22)
J
where q)j is the particle flux of type j particles at po-
sition x with energy E; L(Zj, E) is the proton stop-
ping power; Ep(E) and En(E) are proton and neu-
tron total cross sections, respectively; and fij (E, E I)
ret)resents the differential cross sections for elastic
and inelastic processes. As described by Wilson
and Lamkin (1975), the Boltznmnn equations (21)
and (22) are solved with a characteristic transfi)rma-
tion to reduce the problem to a set of coupled inte-
gral equations with boundary conditions at x = 0,
which are then solved numerically. More details on
the method of solution and the nuclear scattering
data base are given by Wilson et al. (1988 and 1989).
The Bragg curve obtained from BRYNTRN for 160-
MeV protons in water is shown in figure 13 with mea-
surements of Verhey et al. (1979). In figure 13 the
squares represent the primary dose and the circles the
total dose including secondary production. Calcula-
tions are normalized to the peak of the experimental
Bragg curve. Straggling and multiple-scattering ef-
fects, which are not included here, both contribute
significantly at the peak of the Bragg curve. We
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considerthe plateauregionto be wherethe high-
energyassumptionsareapproximatelytrue.
At energiesof 160MeV,nuclearecoilsfromelas-
tic scatteringprovidea sizablecorrectionto thesec-
ondaryion productionrepresentedby target flag-
mentation. Elastic nuclear scattering is represented
by the Born term of the optical model renormal-
ized to the total scattering cross section in the
BRYNTRN code. This representation of elastic nu-
clear scattering is fairly accurate for integral quanti-
ties above 100 MeV, but it breaks down at lower en-
ergies because of multiple scattering, nuclear medium
corrections, and especially Coulomb effects. The cor-
rection to the proton action cross section from elastic
scattering is shown in table 3 for several energies and
is included in the following comparisons.
Results for the surviving fraction of suspended
V79 Chinese hamster cells irradiated by 6°Co
gamma rays and plateau region of a 160-MeV proton
beam (Hall et al. 1978) are shown in figure 14. The
dashed line is the fit to the experimental gamma-ray
survival curve, the dotted line (barely distinguish-
able from tile gamma-ray response) is the contribu-
tion from primary protons only, and the solid line
depicts calculations that include tile effects of nu-
clear reactions. The characteristic gamma-ray dose
E0 is taken as 2.9 Gy to reproduce tile experimental
gamma-ray (:urve with the other response parame-
ters given above. Tile dashed and dotted lines are
nearly identical, an indication that high-energy pro-
tons minus the effects of nuclear force indeed act as
gamma rays. Agreement with the data is fair and
indicates that the modeling of mmlear fragmentation
made in this paper is somewhat lacking. Figure 15
presents our results for tile proton RBE and the val-
ues obtained with the analysis methods of Kellerer
and Brenot (1973) as discussed by Hall et al. (1978).
The "bare" proton RBE has a value of 1 (not shown),
except at the lowest doses, where a small contribution
from ion kill gives a slight increase. The calculations
of tire proton RBE presented in figure 15 show good
agreement with the experimentally obtained values,
with the increasing RBE at low doses shifted to lower
values than experiment. A second analysis method-
elegy that assumes only that the dose-effect curve
is convex but is otherwise shape independent was
used to derive RBE values (Hall et al. 1978) and they
are shown in fgure 16 with present, predictions. The
rise in RBE values at low dose as predicted in equa-
tion (16) is clearly seen in the calculations and the
experimental values. Also shown in figure 16 are our
calculations neglecting nuclear reactions, the values
being almost exactly 1 for all doses.
5.7 Cell Survival in HZE Beams
The HZE transport problem has been s(/lved and
related to tire Bragg curve (Wilson 1977 and 1983) for
monoenergetic unidirectional ion t)eams. The Bragg
curves we calculate also provide the values f(lr flu('nce
estimates for the exposure conditions of t)i()l(/gieal
samples yet to be analyzed. Errors in the Bragg
curve translate directly into errors in exposure hwels
for conq)arisons with experimental r(,si)ons(' (tala.
Calculations of the relative ionization ralio fl)r
'l°Ar at 514 MeV/nucleon art, eomt)ared wil h the ex-
tlerint(mts of Blakely et al. (1979) in figure 17. The
('fl'('t:ts of nuclear secondaries are seen to be most
imt)orlant near and tleyond the Bragg peak. Sur-
vival for aerobic and hypoxic T-1 cells of human ori-
gin has been calculated with the Katz t)aram('ters
in table 1 for several locations ahmg the beam line
within a water cohmm for three (tifferent i(m beams
of C, Ne, and Ar. Calculations include both projec-
tile as well as target fragments. Results fl/r the I_C
beam experiments (Blakely et al. 1!)79) are shown
in figure 18. Effects of overlat)ping delta ray's are
clearly apparent except near the Bragg I)eak, where
the sigmoi(t appearance has all t)ut disapp(,are(t. The
sigmoid shat)e returns downstream fl'om the Bragg
peak, where the overlapping delta-rays from adja-
cent ions again contrit)ute to the ext)osur('. N()te
that the oxygen effect has all tlut vanished near the
Bragg peak whereas hypoxic cells show considerat)le
radiation resistance both upstream and (townstream
from tile Bragg peak. Results of our calculations for
2°Ne beams are shown in figure 19. Results for the
2l)Ne beam are qualitatively similar to those for" 12C
beams. The regi(m over which the sigmoid at)t)ear-
anee is suppressed is greatly expanded in the Bragg
peak region. Oxygen enhancement is greatly dimin-
ished 1 cm before and after the Bragg peak, as ca.n
I)e seen in figure 20. This fact is (if potential impor-
tance to radiation therapy. The sigmoid behavior is
virtually nonexistent for the 4°Ar t)eanl ext)osures, as
shown in figure 20. Obviously, at some great distance
downstream, tile sigmoid shape will at)pear because
only light fragments will survive. No ext)eriments
were conducted in this region.
5.8 Cell Damage for the GCR Spectrum
To apply the cellular track model to tile rnixed-
radiation fields found in space, we need to make
the appropriate ret)laccment of the cross section a,nd
particle fluence number crF with the particle field
quantities and their corresponding cross sections.
The ion-kill term, which will now contain a projectile
source term (including projectile fraginents) and a
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targetfragmenterm iswrittenas
= /dEj %(x, E ) j(Ejt
3
a j
where the second term is the contribution of nuclear
fragments produced locally in the biological medium
(Cucinotta et al. 1991a). This contribution may
also be written in terms of an effective action cross
section o* for the passing ion, whose track is dressed
by the local target fragments (nuclear stars), as
= / dEj o*(Ej) (24)
J
The gamma-kill dose fraction becomes
D, 7 = fdEj Pj(Ej)] Sj(Ej)
J
+EE /dEjdEa Oc_(x, Ea:Ej)
j o
× (25)
Equations (23) and (25) are used in equations (2)
and (3), respectively. The summations over all par-
ticle types in equations (23) and (25) represent the
addition of probabilities from all ions in the radiation
field that contribute to the end point under study.
The cellular track model was applied to predict
the fraction of C3H10Tt/2 cells killed or transformed
for 1 yr in deep space at solar minimum behind
typical spacecraft shielding. The GCR environment
was taken from the Naval Research Laboratory codc
(Adams, Silberbcrg, and Tsao 1981). Aluminum
shielding was considered with a local region of tis-
sue for the cell cultures. Tables 4 and 5 contain
individual particle fluences and absorbed doses, re-
spectively, for the protons, a-particles, Z = 3 to
9 ions (labeled L-Z), and Z = 10 to 28 ions (labeled
H-Z) as determined by the Langley GCR code
(Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi 1987). Results for
the fraction of C3H10T1/2 cells killed and transformed
for 1 yr at solar minimum behind aluminum shield-
ing are listed in tables 6 and 7, respectively. The
gamma-kill mode was of negligible importance in the
calculations, and this unimportance indicates that
biological damage in deep space from GCR particles
at the cellular level will indeed result from the ac-
tion of single particles. The importance of the target
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terms in biological effects for low-LET protons and a-
particles is quite apparent. The results also indicate
that the HZE component of the GCR spectrum is the
most damaging for small shielding depths. At large
depths the HZE components break up and cause pro-
ton buildup with increasing shield depth. At large
depths the protons dominate the biological effects.
In comparing individual charge components, we see
that the H-Z particles have a reduced effectiveness
for the transformation end point.
Also listed in tables 6 and 7 are the values of RBE
for the two end points. In table 8 we show the present
RBE values beside the average QF values taken from
Townsend et al. (1990), who used the same transport
code. The fact that RBE and QF values are nearly
equal at small depths is somewhat coincidental. We
note that the QF is independent of the fluence level;
this independence is not true for the Katz model.
The Katz model indicates a substantial increase in
risk, at higher shielding levels, compared with QF's
given in report no. 26 of the International Committee
on Radiological Protection (Anon. 1977).
The RBE values show a simple scaling with expo-
sure time for the GCR particles, as can be seen from
equations (9), (10), and (2) when ion kill dominates.
Here we find for
N
-- _ 1 (26)No
with
that
aF << 1 (27)
RBE = E o crl/m F[_l+(1/m)] (28)
L
Then, scaling RBE as a function of duration in deep
space to the 1-yr value T1 for a duration period of
7 (with F = n7) gives (Cueinotta et al. 1991a and
1991b)
RBE(T) (T_l) [-l+(1/m)]= RBE(T1) (29)
As a result, a one-hit (m = 1) system RBE becomes
fluence independent, as expressed by
RBE(T) = RBE(71) (30)
a two-hit (m = 2) system is expressed by
RBE(rl) (31)
RBE(T)- (_./T1)1/2
and a three-hit (m = 3) system is expressed by
RBE(rl)
RBE(r)- (7/rl)2/3 (32)
Results of this scaling approximation agree quite well
with calculations from the Katz model, as shown
in table 9, where values obtained with the approx-
imations of equation (28) are shown in parentheses
as scaled from the 1-yr RBE values taken from ta-
ble 8, and results of the calculations are shown with-
out parentheses. The extremely large RBE values
that would be obtained for small values of r are due
to the choice of energetic photons as tile reference
radiation.
6. Concluding Remarks
Over the past 25 years Katz and coworkers have
developed a model of particle tracks that began with
nuclear emulsions and subsequently has been ex-
tended to other detectors and to the biological ef-
fects of high linear energy transfer (LET) radiations.
This model requires as input information knowledge
of the particle-energy spectrum of the radiation envi-
ronment as well as the dose of gamma rays. Calcula-
tions of the effects of beams of protons, of heavy ions,
and of energetic neutrons have been hindered because
of the lack of a model of such beams that included
both projectile and target fragmentation. A beam
model created at NASA Langley Research Center
remedied this neglect. Through it we have been able
to validate both the track theory of biological effects
and the beam model by comparison of our calculated
radiobiological end points with ground-based mea-
surements for proton and heavy-ion beams. Based
on this validation we have initiated calculations of
biological effects in space vehicles in selected orbits,
incorporating knowledge of the distribution of solar
and galactic cosmic rays to be encountered there. W'e
know of no other way to estimate the biological dan>
age in space flight at the very low fluences of heavy
ions to be encountered there.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
August 20, 1992
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Table I. Parameters for Cell Survival, Aberrations, and Transformations
Biological end point m
CH2B2 Chinese hamster cells
(Skarsgard et al. 1967):
Survival ........... 3 1100
Abnormal metaphases .... 3 900
Chromatid exchanges ..... 2 1400
C3H10Ti/2 mouse cells
(Yang et at. 1985):
Survival ........... 3 750
Transformations ....... 2 750
Transformations ....... 3 475
Tradescantia
(Underbrink et al. 1978):
Survival ...........
Survival ...........
2 1000
1.5 1900
Human T-1 cells
(Todd 1967):
Survival (aerobic) ...... 2.5 1000
Survival (hypoxic) ...... 2.5 1300 (1450) a
E0, o'0_
Gy cm 2
1.82
1.82
25
1.7
180
50
2.1
2.6
4.3 x 10 -7
3.0 x 10 -7
6.5 x 10 -9
5.0 x 10 -7
1.2 × 10 -l°
7.0 x 10 -li
3.5 x 10 -7
4.0 x 10 -7
6.7 x 10 -7
6.7 x 10 -7
aTwo sets of parameters are shown because the data do not permit a clear distiriction between
them.
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Table2. TargetFragmentContributionsto ProtonActionCrossSectionfor
V79ChineseHamsterCells
Zj
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
Aj
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
9
8
9
10
11
10
11
12
13
14
12
13
14
15
14
15
Target fragment contributions to proton cross section, a,
cm 2, for Ep of--
100 MeV 1000 MeV10 MeV
4.58 x10 -12
.21
.10
.16
1.68
.32
.46
.04
.01
.36
.41
<.01
<.01
.10
.22
.02
<.01
.04
.50
.14
<.01
<.01
.03
1.11
.02
<.01
.02
6.70 x 10 -12
.40
.19
.34
3.59
.42
.53
.17
.07
.42
.51
.04
.04
.30
.35
.21
.03
.41
1.00
.32
.02
.01
.09
.82
.24
.02
.56
7.14
1.49
.22
.66
12.22
.65
.68
.42
.20
.49
.53
.09
.11
.32
.28
.35
.08
.32
.63
.24
.03
.04
.07
.37
.41
.05
.28
Primary proton contributions 32.61 0.05 <0.01
Total contributions 43.16 17.84 28.35
x10-12
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Table 3. Secondary Ion Production Contribution to Proton Action
Cross Section for V79 Chinese Hamster Cells
Ep, MeV
100
150
1000
Contribution to proton action cross section, a,
cIn 2 , for
Elastic recoils
1.13 x 10 -11
.82
.58
Fragmentation
1.081 x 10 -11
1.02
2.09
Table 4. Fhmnce for 1 Year at Solar Minimum Behind Aluminunl Shielding
x, g/em 2
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
Protons
1.29 x l0 s
1.31
1.33
1.34
1.36
1.40
1.43
Fluence partieles/cm 2, from
a-particles
1.24 x 107
1.21
1.18
1.15
1.10
.97
.77
"I Z
1.09 × 107
1.05
1.01
.98
.91
.77
.57
bH_Z
3.0 × 107
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.2
1.7
1.1
az = 3 to 9 ions.
bz ---- 10 to 28 ions.
Table 5. Absorbed Dose for 1 Year at Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shiehting
x, g/cm 2
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
Dose, cGy/yr, from
Protons
6.2
6.3
6.8
7.1
7.6
8.5
9.5
a-particles
3.0
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.1
1.7
aL-Z
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.1
1.7
1.1
_'H-Z
5.0
3.6
3.3
3.1
2.7
2.0
1.1
Total
17.1
15.1
15.1
15.0
14.8
14.3
13.4
az = 3 to 9 ions.
bz = 10 to 28 ions.
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Table6. Fractionof C3H10T1/2CellsKilledin DeepSpacefor 1Yearat SolarMinimum
BehindAluminumShielding
x, g/cm 2 Protons
Fraction of cells killed by
c_-particles _'L-Z
Including target fragments
bH-Z Total RBE
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
1.35 x 10 .2
.76
.80
.83
.88
.95
1.02
0.46 x 10 .2
.15
.14
.14
.14
.12
.09
0.57 x 10 -2
.43
.41
.38
.34
.25
.15
2.08 × 10 2
1.84
1.69
1.55
1.32
.91
.49
4.46 x 10 -2
3.18
3.04
2.90
2.68
2.22
1.74
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.2
Without target fragments
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
0.84 × 10 -2
.24
.28
.31
.35
.42
.49
0.37 x 10 2
.06
.06
.06
.06
.05
.04
0.55
.41
.39
.37
.33
.24
.14
x 10 .2 2.08 x 10 -2
1.83
1.68
1.55
1.31
.91
.48
3.79 x 10 .2
2.54
2.41
2.27
2.04
1.61
1.15
6.7
6.5
6.3
6.2
6.1
5.7
5.3
az = 3 to 9 ions.
bz = 10 to 28 ions.
Table 7. Fraction of C3H10T1/2 Cells Transformed in Deep Space for 1 Year at Solar Minimum
Behind Aluminum Shielding
x g/cm 2
Fraction of cells transfornmd
Protons c_-particles aL-Z bH-Z Total RBE
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
5.2 x 10 6
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.2
4.7
5.2
Including target fragments
2.0 x 10 .6
1.0
1.0
.9
.9
.8
.6
3.1 x 10 -6
2.7
2.6
2.4
2.2
1.7
1.1
7.5 x 10 .6
6.7
6.2
5.7
4.9
3.5
2.0
1.78 x 10 .5
1.39
1.35
i .29
1.22
1.06
.88
Without target fragments
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.7
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
3.2 x 10 .6
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.1
2.5
3.0
1.6 x 10 -6
.6
.6
.5
.5
.5
.4
3.1 x 10 .6
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.1
1.6
1.0
7.5 x 10 .6
6.7
6.2
5.7
4.9
3.5
2.0
1.53 x 10 -5
1.13
1.09
1.05
.97
.82
.64
6.0
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.4
5.2
4.9
az = 3 to 9 ions.
bz = 10 to 28 ions.
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Table8. Comparisonof AverageQualityFactorsa Versus RBE for
Cell Death and Transformation
[One year in deep space at solar minimum]
x, g/cm 2
0
1
2
3
5
10
2O
QF
(b)
7.1
5.6
5.3
5.1
4.7
3.9
3.2
RBE for cell
death
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.2
RBE for cell
transformation
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.7
aTownsend et al. (1990).
bICRP 26 (Anon. 1977).
Table 9. RBE for Cell Death and Transformation of C3H10T1/2 Cell for GCR
Spectrum at Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
[Values in parentheses scaled from 1-year value using eq. (29)]
x, g/cm 2
RBE values for time periods of
1 mo [ 1 yr 2 yr
I
Cell death
0
1
3
33.2 (37.0)
33.2 (36.1)
32.4 (35.1)
7.1
7.0
6.8
4.8 (4.6)
4.7 (4.5)
4.5 (4.3)
Cell transformation
22.3 (22.2)
22.0 (22.2)
21.6 (21.8)
6.4
6.4
6.3
4.6 (4.5)
4.5 (4.5)
4.4 (4.4)
2O
10-3
10-4
F>LET,
per
pr°t°n 10_ 5
10-6
10-7
100
Fragment LET component
[- - Secondary (z-particles
ts
 iii,'-- '"'_ ".\\
\
\
I I I
101 102 103
Fragment LET, keV/p.m
Figure 1. Integral LET spectra derived from equation (17)
for nuclear fragments produced by 1-GeV protons in
water.
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100
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...... Primary ionization contributions
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Figure 2. Calculated values of the proton action cross section
for survival of V79 Chinese hamstcr cells versus proton
energy•
-- Total contributions
(includes fragmentation)
Primary ionization contributions
10-7[ -
D.:/Eo,10-8
per I \
pr°t°n 10-9 I, ........
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Ep, MeV
Figure 3. Calculated values of the proton action cross section
for survival of V79 Chinese hamster cells versus proton
LET.
Figure 4. Calculated values of the proton gamma-kill dose
for survival of V79 Chinese hamster cells versus proton
energy.
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Figure 5. Cell-death action cross section for various ions
in C3H10T1/2 cells according to Katz model for direct
ionization effects only.
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Figure 7. Cell-death action cross section including effects of
nuclear reactions for protons in C3H10T1/2 cells according
to Katz model.
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Figure 6. Cell-transformation action cross section for various
ions in C3H10Tt/2 cells according to Katz model.
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Figure 8. Cell-transformation action cross section including
effects of nuclear reactions for protons in C3H10T@ cells
according to Katz model.
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Figure 9. Cell-death effective action cross section including
effects of nuclear reactions for various ions in C3H10T1/2
cells.
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Figure 10. Cell-transformation effective action cross section
including effects of nuclear reactions for various ions in
C3H10T1/_ cells,
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Figure 11. Calculated cell surviving fraction of Chinese hamster cells•
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Figure 12. Calculations of proton RBE for survival of
Chinese hamster cells versus absorbed dose.
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Figure 13. Depth-dose curve for unmodulated 160-MeV-
proton beam in water.
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Figure 14. Survival for V79 Chinese hamster cells irradiated
by 6°Co gamma rays and plateau-region 160-MeV pro-
tons (from Hall et al. 1978) are compared with calcula-
tions.
Figure 15. Proton 1RBE versus proton dose for V79 Chinese
hamster cell survival in plateau region of 160-MeV-proton
Bragg curve from first method described in Hall et al.
(1978). Most likely tlBE values fall in space between
vertical bars.
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Figure 20. Cell survival as function of dosage at several locations relative to Bragg peak in 4°Ar beam.
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